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Discover Long Island Interconnect




We facilitate global interconnection
















Seamless interconnection and infrastructure solutions for the digital economy




In today’s digital world, the seamless delivery of digital services and digital experiences is fundamental to the global economy. As the premier carrier-neutral interconnection hub on Long Island, New York, Long Island Interconnect is proud to enable the enablers of domestic and international connectivity — the subsea cable operators who transmit data between the United States and Europe, the terrestrial fiber networks who distribute that data to the NY metro area and beyond, the wireless network providers and more. 




Our dynamic ecosystem is comprised of enterprise customers, carriers, content providers, and partners who benefit not only from the extraordinary levels of connectivity we offer, but also from our extensive industry expertise, flexible colocation options, cloud on-ramps, and high-touch managed services.















INTERCONNECTION




Low-latency connectivity is critical to supporting accelerating digital business requirements. Long Island Interconnect offers clients access to a unique global interconnection ecosystem that includes multiple subsea cable systems, a range of carriers, cloud providers, SDNs, content providers and more.





VIEW MORE ON INTERCONNECTION









COLOCATION




Long Island’s premier, secure colocation facility provides 24/7 monitoring, a strong uptime track record, and fault tolerant operations — offering companies of all sizes flexible and reliable infrastructure and connectivity options to support their business and IT requirements.





VIEW MORE ON COLOCATION









MANAGED SERVICES




Long Island Interconnect helps companies and organizations optimize the performance, security, and efficiency of their critical infrastructure through a range of services including managed network and interconnection services, managed security, disaster recovery and managed IT services. 





VIEW MORE ON MANAGED SERVICES















Trusted by global clients including:
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Latest Long Island Interconnect News




Stay up to date










Data Center Migration Best Practices: A Guide for Smoother Colocation Hosting Transitions
April 1, 2024
Colocation hosting is an increasingly popular solution for businesses seeking to maintain resilient, secure, and high-performance data center infrastructure while also leveraging the expertise, resources, and cost savings offered by trusted providers like Long Island Interconnect. However, migrating your data center to a colocation facility involves careful planning and execution to minimize disruptions and ensure…

Continue Reading » Data Center Migration Best Practices: A Guide for Smoother Colocation Hosting Transitions



Disaster Recovery Planning: Ensuring Business Continuity with Colocation Hosting
March 25, 2024
In today’s interconnected world, the reliability and availability of critical business data and services are of utmost importance. As businesses increasingly rely on digital solutions and interconnectivity, the potential risks posed by unforeseen disasters – be they natural or man-made – become all the more significant. A well-planned disaster recovery strategy is crucial for businesses…

Continue Reading » Disaster Recovery Planning: Ensuring Business Continuity with Colocation Hosting



Disaster Recovery Planning for Colocation Hosting: Ensuring Business Continuity and Resilience in the Face of Unexpected Events
March 18, 2024
In the digital age, businesses depend on reliable data center infrastructure and colocation hosting solutions to maintain the seamless interconnectivity and performance required for success. Long Island Interconnect provides leading-edge infrastructure and connectivity solutions designed to meet the evolving needs of today’s data-driven businesses. However, we also recognize that despite the best designed and managed…

Continue Reading » Disaster Recovery Planning for Colocation Hosting: Ensuring Business Continuity and Resilience in the Face of Unexpected Events
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We’re here to help you with your connectivity & infrastructure needs Contact Us
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